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A broad menu of EWK boson studies at the LHC   

 

     p + p  à  V      +     0 jets      EWKs-channel 

   at   à  V    +     2 forward jets     VBF            TGC 
   7,8,13  à  V V’  +     0 jets                   EWKs-channel    TGC 
    TeV   à  V V’  +     2 forward jets  VBS            QGC 

   à  V V’ V’’  +     0 jets          EWKs-channel    QGC 
 

Measurement	Collisions	 Produc2on	 EWK	
Study	

Thanks	
to	the	
LHC	

From	the	excellent	performance	
of	ATLAS	and	CMS	

	
	

Studies	using		
increasingly	

Precise	SM	theory	
calcula2ons	

	

	
Test	the	SM		
and	look	for	
BSM	physics	
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							Di	-	boson	
			Z					γ					 	8	TeV		
	

		W				W						8	TeV	
	

			W				W					8	TeV	
	

			W				Z	 	8	TeV	
	

			Z					Z						 	13	TeV	
	

			W			Z								13	TeV	
								

Recent ATLAS measurements for VV’and VVV   

							Tri	-	boson	
			Z					γ			γ						 	8	TeV	
		W				γ			γ						 	8	TeV	
							+

+ + +

Make comparisons to the best 
available SM calculations 

Search for new physics 
via aTGC and aQGC 
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+

+

+

Selected 
new results 

approved		
today!	



Anomalous Triple Gauge Coupling (aTGC)

a TGC vertex

Z/γ

Z

Z

i=4: CP-violating,   
i=5: CP-conserving

aTGC is modelled as effective Lagrangian depending on some parameters.

Example of ZZZ and ZγZ
fi

V : 4 anomalous coupling

Fij : coefficient

SM

Generally aTGC is enhanced high pT 
region.

Coupling Parameters Channel

WWγ
WWZ
ZZγ
Zγγ
ZγZ
ZZZ

λγ, Δkγ
λZ, ΔkZ, Δ𝑔1𝑍

ℎ3𝑍, ℎ4𝑍
ℎ3
γ, ℎ4

γ

𝑓40
γ , 𝑓50

γ

𝑓40𝑍 , 𝑓50𝑍

WW, Wγ
WW, WZ

Zγ
Zγ
ZZ
ZZ

12

Di-boson production 
and TGC studies	
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p + p à  Z  + γ + …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   

 
  Use Z decays to e+ e- , µ+ µ- and  ν ν  from 20.3 fb-1 of data.

  Cross sections measured for Z(l+ l-) + γ (ET(γ)  > 15 GeV; Z(l+ l-) > 40 GeV) 
    and for Z(ν ν) + γ (ET(γ)  > 130 GeV). 
 

  Major backgrounds (Z/W+jets, γ +jets) determined with data driven methods   
  

  Compare measurements to SM theory calculations at NNLO  
    (arxiv:1504.01330 ) 

  Search for BSM sources of Z γ production from aTGC’s .  
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams of Z�(�) production: (a,c) initial-state photon radiation (ISR), (b,d) final-state photon
radiation (FSR), (e) mixed channel (FSR+ISR), (f) triple gauge-boson coupling (TGC) vertex, and (g) quartic
gauge-boson coupling (QGC) vertex.
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p + p à  Z  + γ + …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   
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Process pp! `+`�� and pp! ⌫⌫̄�
⇤FF 1

Observed 95% C.L. Expected 95% C.L.
h�3 [�9.5, 9.9] ⇥ 10�4 [�1.8, 1.8] ⇥ 10�3

hZ
3 [�7.8, 8.6] ⇥ 10�4 [�1.5, 1.5] ⇥ 10�3

h�4 [�3.2, 3.2] ⇥ 10�6 [�6.0, 5.9] ⇥ 10�6

hZ
4 [�3.0, 2.9] ⇥ 10�6 [�5.5, 5.4] ⇥ 10�6

⇤FF 4 TeV
Observed 95% C.L. Expected 95% C.L.

h�3 [�1.6, 1.7] ⇥ 10�3 [�3.0, 3.1] ⇥ 10�3

hZ
3 [�1.3, 1.4] ⇥ 10�3 [�2.5, 2.6] ⇥ 10�3

h�4 [�1.2, 1.1] ⇥ 10�5 [�2.2, 2.1] ⇥ 10�5

hZ
4 [�1.0, 1.0] ⇥ 10�5 [�1.9, 1.9] ⇥ 10�5

Table 11: Observed and expected one-dimensional limits on hV
3 and hV

4 , assuming that any excess in data over
background predictions is due solely to hV

3 or hV
4 and that only one of them is nonzero.

 Coupling strength-3 10×

15− 10− 5− 0 5 10 15

-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs, γνν and γATLAS, ll
-1=8 TeV, 19.6 fbs, γννCMS, 

-1=7 TeV, 5.0 fbs, γνν and γCMS, ll
-1=8 TeV, 19.5 fbs, γCMS, ll

-1=7 TeV, 4.6 fbs, γνν and γATLAS, ll

Z
3h

γ

3h
∞ = FFΛ95% C.L., ATLAS

 Coupling strength-3 10×

0.1− 0.05− 0 0.05 0.1

-1=8 TeV, 20.3 fbs, γνν and γATLAS, ll
-1=8 TeV, 19.6 fbs, γννCMS, 

-1=7 TeV, 5.0 fbs, γνν and γCMS, ll
-1=8 TeV, 19.5 fbs, γCMS, ll

-1=7 TeV, 4.6 fbs, γνν and γATLAS, ll

Z
4h

γ

4h
∞ = FFΛ95% C.L., ATLAS

Figure 13: The 95% C.L. nonunitarized intervals (⇤FF = 1) for anomalous couplings from current and previous
ATLAS results and CMS results for the neutral aTGC h�3, hZ

3 (left) and h�4, hZ
4 (right) as obtained from Z� events.
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 Set aTGC limits on ZZγ and Zγγ using high Et photons 

parameters (where V = Z, �). All of these parameters are zero at tree level in the SM. Since the CP-
conserving couplings hV

3,4 and the CP-violating couplings hV
1,2 do not interfere and their sensitivities to

aTGCs are nearly identical [63], the limits from this study are expressed in terms of the CP-conserving
parameters hV

3,4.

The yields of Z� events with high E�T with the exclusive zero-jet selection are used to set the limits. The
exclusive selection is used since it significantly reduces the SM contribution at high E�T and therefore
optimizes the sensitivity to anomalous couplings. The contributions from aTGCs increase with the ET
of the photon, and the search is optimized to have the highest sensitivity by using the extended fiducial
cross sections for Z� production with E�T greater than 250 GeV for `+`�� and greater than 400 GeV for
⌫⌫̄�. The neutrino channel has the highest sensitivity to aTGCs. The measured cross sections and the SM
predictions in these high-E�T phase-space regions (aTGC regions) are shown in Table 10.

Channel Measurement [fb] Prediction [fb]

`+`�� (E�T > 250 GeV) 0.42+0.16
�0.13(stat.)+0.07

�0.04(syst.) 0.660 ± 0.015(stat.) ± 0.018(syst.)
⌫⌫̄� (E�T > 400 GeV) 0.06+0.15

�0.10(stat.)+0.04
�0.04(syst.) 0.466 ± 0.021(stat.) ± 0.020(syst.)

Table 10: Theoretical MCFM SM and observed cross sections in chosen aTGC regions (with the exclusive selection)
for the channels studied. The E�T threshold is 250 GeV for the electron and muon channels and is 400 GeV for the
neutrino channel. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic.

Form factors (FF) are introduced to avoid unitarity violation at very high parton center-of-mass energyp
ŝ: hV

3 (ŝ) = hV
3 /(1 + ŝ/⇤2

FF)n and hV
4 (ŝ) = hV

4 /(1 + ŝ/⇤2
FF)n, with the form factor exponent n set to three

for hV
3 and four for hV

4 to preserve unitarity [64], where ⇤FF is the approximate energy scale at which
contributions from physics beyond the SM would become directly observable. The dependencies of the
unitarity bounds on the aTGC parameters from the scale ⇤FF calculated as in Ref. [65] are shown in
Figures 11 and 12, where the observed and expected limits are derived as discussed below. A form factor
with ⇤FF = 4 TeV is chosen as the lowest scale to preserve unitarity for all the studied parameters. The
limits on aTGCs are also given without a form factor (⇤FF = 1) as a benchmark, although unitarity is not
preserved in this case.
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Figure 11: Dependencies of the observed limits, expected limits and unitarity bounds on the form factor energy
scale ⇤FF for hZ

3 (left) and h�3 (right). ⇤FF  8 TeV can be chosen to obtain the unitarized limits. The green and
yellow bands show areas of variation for the expected limits by 1� and 2�, respectively.
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 The best aTGC constraints  to date on hi

V  (i=3,4 V=γ,Z)

ZZγ and Zγγ TGC consistent with 0      SM ✔ 

p + p à  Z  + γ + …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   
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hiV/	

with	Λ	=	4	TeV	for	
uniteriza2on		

 
 Set aTGC limits on ZZγ and Zγγ using high Et photons 

 
 The best constraints  to date on hi

V  (i=3,4 V=γ, Z).

p + p à  Z  + γ + …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   



p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1603.02151   

 
  Use W decays to e ν and µ ν , Z  decays to e+ e- and µ+ µ-  

     from 20.3 fb-1 of data.

  Event selected with at least one charged lepton with Et > 25 GeV, 
     

 Backgrounds from Z+jets,  Z+ γ, WW and top estimated from data  
   driven methods; other EWK backgrounds from MC simulations. 

  Total and differential cross sections measured for 66 < M(l+ l- ) < 116 GeV 
 

   Precision of measurements require SM predictions beyond NLO. 
     New (April 28, 2016) NNLO calculations now available: 
     arXiv:1604.08576 . 
      

+
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p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1603.02151   

theory
Z±Wσ / fid.

Z±Wσ
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 0.05±1.17 

Figure 2: Ratio of the measured W

±
Z integrated cross sections in the fiducial phase space to the NLO SM prediction

from Powheg+Pythia using the CT10 PDF set and renormalisation and factorisation scales µ
R

= µ
F

= m

WZ

/2, in
each of the four channels and for their combination. The inner and outer error bars on the data points represent the
statistical and total uncertainties, respectively. The shaded orange band represents the uncertainty associated with
the SM prediction.

where besides the statistical and systematic uncertainties a theory uncertainty (th.) has been included
from the propagation of the theoretical uncertainty on A

WZ

to the total cross section. The measurement is
to be compared to the SM expectation calculated with Powheg+Pythia of 21.0 ± 1.6 pb.

11.2 Di↵erential cross sections

For the measurements of the di↵erential distributions, all four decay channels, eee, eµµ, µee, and µµµ,
are added together. The resulting distributions are unfolded with a response matrix computed using a
Powheg+Pythia MC signal sample that includes all four topologies and divided by four such that cross
sections refer to final states where the W and Z decay in a single leptonic channel with muons or elec-
trons.

The W

±
Z production cross section is measured as a function of the transverse momentum of the Z and W

boson, p

Z

T and p

W

T (Figure 4), as a function of the transverse mass of the W

±
Z system m

WZ

T (Figure 5), as
a function of the pT of the neutrino associated with the decay of the W boson, p

⌫
T, and as a function of the

absolute di↵erence between the rapidities of the Z boson and the lepton from the decay of the W boson,
|y

Z

� y`,W | (Figure 6).

The di↵erential cross sections as a function of the transverse momenta of the neutrino or of the lepton
from the W decay are interesting because of their sensitivity to the polarization of the W boson. Exper-
imentally, given the fiducial phase space of the measurement, the p

⌫
T observable has the advantage of

probing lower transverse momenta than the transverse momentum of the lepton from the W boson decay,

21

Channel �fid. �stat. �sys. �lumi. �tot.
[fb] [%] [%] [%] [%]
�fid.

W

±
Z!`0⌫``

e

±
ee 38.1 6.2 4.5 2.2 8.0
µ±ee 36.3 5.4 2.6 2.2 6.3
e

±µµ 35.7 5.3 3.7 2.2 6.8
µ±µµ 33.3 4.7 2.5 2.2 5.7
Combined 35.1 2.7 2.4 2.2 4.2
SM expectation 30.0 — — — 7.0

�fid.
W

+
Z!`0⌫``

e

+
ee 22.6 8.0 4.4 2.2 9.4
µ+ee 23.9 6.5 2.5 2.2 7.3
e

+µµ 19.9 7.2 3.5 2.2 8.3
µ+µµ 19.8 6.0 2.5 2.2 6.8
Combined 21.2 3.4 2.3 2.2 4.6
SM expectation 18.8 — — — 6.8

�fid.
W

�
Z!`0⌫``

e

�
ee 15.4 9.8 5.0 2.3 11.2
µ�ee 12.4 9.5 3.1 2.3 10.3
e

�µµ 15.7 8.0 4.2 2.3 9.2
µ�µµ 13.4 7.5 2.8 2.3 8.3
Combined 14.0 4.3 2.8 2.3 5.6
SM expectation 11.1 — — — 8.9

Table 6: Fiducial integrated cross section in fb, for W

±
Z, W

+
Z, and W

�
Z production, measured in each of the eee,

µee, eµµ, and µµµ channels and all four channels combined. The statistical (�stat.), total systematic (�sys.), luminosity
(�lumi.), and total (�tot.) uncertainties are given in percent.

The ratio of W

+
Z to W

�
Z production cross sections is also measured in the fiducial phase space and

yields

�fid.
W

+
Z!`0⌫``

�fid.
W

�
Z!`0⌫``

= 1.51 ± 0.08 (stat.) ± 0.01 (sys.) ± 0.01 (lumi.) .

Most of the systematic uncertainties cancel in the ratio and the measurement is dominated by the statistical
uncertainty. The measured cross-section ratios, for each channel and for their combination, are compared
in Figure 3 to the SM expectation of 1.69± 0.07, calculated with Powheg+Pythia and the CT10 PDF set.
The use of the ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set instead of CT10 changes the SM prediction to 1.63, indicating
the sensitivity of the ratio �fid.

W

+
Z

/�fid.
W

�
Z

to the PDFs. The total uncertainty of the present measurement is
of the same order of magnitude as the estimated uncertainties in the PDF and the SM prediction.

Finally, the combined fiducial cross section is extrapolated to a total phase space, defined by requiring
that the invariant mass of the lepton pairs associated with the Z boson decay be in the range 66 < m

Z

<
116 GeV. The result is

�tot.
W

±
Z

= 24.3 ± 0.6 (stat.) ± 0.6 (sys.) ± 0.4 (th.) ± 0.5 (lumi.) pb ,
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in Figure 3 to the SM expectation of 1.69± 0.07, calculated with Powheg+Pythia and the CT10 PDF set.
The use of the ATLAS-epWZ12 PDF set instead of CT10 changes the SM prediction to 1.63, indicating
the sensitivity of the ratio �fid.
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W

�
Z

to the PDFs. The total uncertainty of the present measurement is
of the same order of magnitude as the estimated uncertainties in the PDF and the SM prediction.

Finally, the combined fiducial cross section is extrapolated to a total phase space, defined by requiring
that the invariant mass of the lepton pairs associated with the Z boson decay be in the range 66 < m

Z

<
116 GeV. The result is
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W

±
Z
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 The WZ channel has an approximate radiation zero similar to that 
    Wγ production and is therefore particularly sensitive to higher order 
    QCD corrections  (arXiv:1604.08576): 
 

+

√
s σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] σNLO/σLO σNNLO/σNLO

7 11.354(1) +0.5%
−1.2% 18.500(1) +5.3%

−4.1% 19.973(13) +1.7%
−1.9% +62.9% + 8.0%

8 13.654(1) +1.3%
−2.1% 22.750(2) +5.1%

−3.9% 24.690(16) +1.8%
−1.9% +66.6% + 8.5%

13 25.517(2) +4.3%
−5.3% 46.068(3) +4.9%

−3.9% 51.11(3) +2.2%
−2.0% +80.5% +10.9%

14 27.933(2) +4.7%
−5.7% 51.038(3) +5.0%

−4.0% 56.85(3) +2.3%
−2.0% +82.7% +11.4%

Table 1: Total on-shell W±Z cross sections at LO, NLO and NNLO for relevant collider energies;
the last two columns contain the relative corrections at NLO and NNLO, respectively.

loop-induced gluon–gluon channel, which usually features large corrections, NLO scale variations
might be expected to give a reliable estimate of possible effects at the NNLO and beyond. However,
this turns out to be not the case in general: In particular at large collider energies, the NNLO
corrections are roughly twice as large as the uncertainties estimated by scale variations at NLO.
We note that the scale uncertainties drop from about ±5% at NLO to about ±2% at NNLO.

Similarly to what happens in the case of Wγ production [43], the rather large impact of
radiative corrections is due to the existence of a radiation zero in the Born scattering amplitudes.
More precisely, the partonicWγ tree amplitude exhibits an exact radiation zero at θ∗ = 1/3, where
θ∗ is the scattering angle in the centre-of-mass frame [45]. Analogously, the partonic on-shell Born
W±Z amplitude exhibits an approximate radiation zero [46]∥. The radiation zero is broken by
real corrections starting from the NLO, but suppresses the LO cross section, thus leading to an
increased impact of higher-order corrections.

For completeness, in Table 2 we provide cross sections and relative corrections for the two
contributing processes pp → W+Z and pp → W−Z. The W+Z rate, being driven by ud̄ scattering,
is larger than the W−Z rate, which is driven by dū scattering. The difference decreases as

√
s

increases. As expected, radiative corrections to the two processes are very similar. They turn
out to be slightly larger for W−Z than for W+Z, leading to a reduction of the σW+Z/σW−Z ratio
at higher perturbative orders. This difference in the ratios, however, is due to differences in the
PDFs used at each order, and it decreases with increasing collider energies, never exceeding 1%
at the NNLO.

From now on, all our results contain the full off-shell effects. The ATLAS and CMS col-
laborations report inclusive W±Z cross sections obtained by considering a mass window on the
reconstructed Z boson. The mass window slightly differs between ATLAS and CMS: While AT-
LAS uses 66GeV < m(Z) < 116GeV for their measurements at 7 and 8TeV (a measurement at
13TeV has not been published so far), CMS applies a cut of 71GeV < m(Z) < 111GeV for their
measurements at 7 and 8TeV and 60GeV < m(Z) < 120GeV for their measurement at 13TeV.
We find that the numerical differences between the cross sections computed in the different mass
windows are at the 1% level, and thus significantly smaller than the current experimental uncer-

∥The approximate nature of the radiation zero for W±Z production is due to the fact that it appears only in
the dominant helicity amplitudes for this process [46]. On the contrary, the Wγ process has an exact zero in all
the helicity amplitudes, due to the presence of the massless photon.
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  Compare the NNLO prediction to the ATLAS 8 TeV WZ measurement  

     with 66 < M(l+ l- ) < 116 GeV: 
√
s σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] σATLAS [pb]

7 11.028(8)+0.5%
−1.2% 17.93(1)+5.3%

−4.1% 19.34(3)+1.6%
−1.8% 19.0 +1.4

−1.3(stat)
+0.9
−0.9(syst)

+0.4
−0.4(lumi)

8 13.261(9)+1.3%
−2.1% 22.03(2)+5.1%

−3.9% 23.92(3)+1.7%
−1.8% 24.3 +0.6

−0.6(stat)
+0.6
−0.6(syst)

+0.5
−0.5(lumi)+0.4

−0.4(th)

13 24.79(2) +4.2%
−5.2% 44.67(3)+4.9%

−3.9% 49.62(6)+2.2%
−2.0%

14 27.14(2) +4.7%
−5.7% 49.50(3)+4.9%

−4.0% 55.10(7)+2.3%
−2.0%

Table 3: Total cross sections with ATLAS mass window 66GeV < m(Z) < 116GeV at LO, NLO
and NNLO. The available ATLAS data from Refs. [4, 5] are also shown.

√
s σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] σCMS [pb]

7 10.902(7)+0.5%
−1.2% 17.72(1)+5.3%

−4.1% 19.18(3)+1.7%
−1.8% 20.76 +1.32

−1.32(stat)
+1.13
−1.13(syst)

+0.46
−0.46(lumi)

8 13.115(9)+1.3%
−2.1% 21.80(2)+5.1%

−3.9% 23.68(3)+1.8%
−1.8% 24.61 +0.76

−0.76(stat)
+1.13
−1.13(syst)

+1.08
−1.08(lumi)

13 25.04(2) +4.3%
−5.3% 45.09(3)+4.9%

−3.9% 49.98(6)+2.2%
−2.0% 40.9 +3.4

−3.4(stat)
+3.1
−3.3(syst)

+1.3
−1.3(lumi)+0.4

−0.4(th)

14 27.39(2) +4.7%
−5.7% 49.91(4)+4.9%

−4.0% 55.60(7)+2.3%
−2.0%

Table 4: Total cross sections with CMS mass windows of 71GeV < m(Z) < 111GeV for 7 and
8TeV, and 60GeV < m(Z) < 120GeV for 13 and 14TeV, at LO, NLO and NNLO. The available
CMS data from Refs. [6, 7] are also shown.

in order to obtain agreement (within 1σ) with the inclusive cross sections measured by ATLAS
and CMS in Run 1 of the LHC. The computed corrections will be even more important at 13TeV,
once enough statistics is accumulated. Since our computation already involves the full helicity
amplitudes and all off-shell effects, it can be extended to include realistic selection cuts on the
final-state leptons and to provide predictions in the fiducial volume in which the measurements
are carried out. It will also be possible to provide precise background predictions in new-physics
searches based on the trilepton + missing energy signature.

Our calculation was performed with the numerical program Matrix, which is able to carry
out fully-exclusive NNLO computations for a wide class of processes at hadron colliders. We are
planning further applications of our framework to other important LHC processes.

Acknowledgements. This research was supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foun-
dation (SNF) under contracts CRSII2-141847, 200021-156585, by the Research Executive Agency
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gsTools), and by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NSF PHY11-25915.
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       aTGC limits from p + p à   W  +  Z + …   at 8 TeV 
																																																		arxiv:1603.02151  
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Figure 12: Distribution of m

WZ

T in the sum of all channels with the same binning as used for the calculation of limits
on aTGC. The points correspond to the data and the histograms to the expectations of the di↵erent SM processes.
All Monte Carlo expectations are scaled to the integrated luminosity of the data using the predicted MC cross
sections of each sample. The Powheg+Pythia MC prediction is used for the SM W

±
Z signal contribution. The

open red histogram shows the total prediction and the shaded orange band its estimated total uncertainty. The last
bin contains the overflow. Two predictions with nonzero values of some of the anomalous coupling parameters are
also represented by the dashed and dotted-dashed lines, respectively.

or EFT coe�cients. With this procedure, expected m

WZ

T distributions are obtained for di↵erent values
of the anomalous couplings, or EFT coe�cients. This reweighting procedure is validated by comparing
the SM sample reweighted to a given set of aTGC values with a sample generated using the same set of
aTGC values. A global systematic uncertainty of 10% across all m

WZ

T bins was included in the aTGC
limit extraction procedure to account for the reweighting method.

Frequentist confidence intervals on the anomalous coupling are computed by forming a profile likelihood
test that incorporates the observed and expected numbers of signal events in each bin of the m

WZ

T distri-
bution for di↵erent values of the anomalous couplings. The systematic uncertainties are included in the
likelihood function as nuisance parameters.

Table 8 presents the observed and expected one-dimensional intervals at 95% CL on �Z , �gZ

1 , and �Z

with the cuto↵ scale ⇤co = 2 TeV, ⇤co = 15 TeV and ⇤co = 1 (no cuto↵). Each limit is obtained by
setting the other two couplings to the SM value. The ⇤co value of 15 TeV is the largest form factor scale
that can preserve unitarity for all aTGC in this analysis.

Expected and observed 95% CL limit contours in the planes (�Z , �gZ

1 ), (�gZ

1 , �Z), and (�Z , �Z) are
shown in Figure 13. For each of the contours, the third parameter is set to the SM value and the limits are
derived without any cut-o↵.

In Figure 14 the present observed limits are compared to limits previously obtained using WZ events
produced in pp̄ collisions at the Tevatron [1, 84] and by ATLAS with

p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions [3].

The new limits improve previous constraints by factors of 1.5 to 2.5 and are now the most stringent
model-independent limits on WWZ anomalous couplings.

30

 
 Set aTGC limits on the WWZ coupling using 

   the transverse mass of the WZ pair.  

10. Limits on anomalous triple-gauge-boson couplings

10.1. Theoretical parameterisation

The non-Abelian self-couplings of W and Z bosons and photons can be probed via the WWV vertex,
where V = Z or �, present when the bosons are produced via the s-channel exchange of a Z or � as shown
in Figure 1(b). The SM, with its SU(2) ⇥ U(1) structure, makes definite predictions for these triple-
gauge-boson couplings [84]. The SM Lagrangian can be extended with additional degrees of freedom
that modify the couplings. Considering only terms that conserve charge conjugation (C) and parity (P)
separately, the modified Lagrangian can be written as:

L = igWWV

2
66664gV

1 (W+µ⌫W
�µ �W+µW�µ⌫)V⌫ + kVW+µW�⌫ Vµ⌫ +

�V

m2
W

W+⌫µ W�⇢⌫ Vµ⇢

3
77775 , (10)

where V = Z or �; W±µ⌫ = @µW±⌫ � @⌫W±µ ; Vµ⌫ = @µV⌫ � @⌫Vµ. The overall coupling constants gWWV are
given by gWW� = �e and gWWZ = �e cot ✓W , where ✓W is the weak mixing angle.

Electromagnetic gauge invariance requires that g�1 = 1. The three other coupling parameters that are
non-zero in the SM are gZ

1 = 1, kZ = 1, and k� = 1. Deviations from the SM are introduced as

�gZ
1 = 1 � gZ

1 ; �kZ = 1 � kZ; �k� = 1 � k�. (11)

The remaining couplings are zero in the SM, �� = �Z = 0. A significant non-zero value for any of the
parameters �gZ

1 , �kZ , �k�, �� and �Z would be evidence of new interactions not included in the SM.

If anomalous couplings occur, these extra terms in the Lagrangian would contribute and would induce
a violation of unitarity at su�ciently high energies. Therefore, form factors are introduced to dampen
the rise of the WW production cross section so that it takes physical values even at the highest partonic
centre-of-mass energies relevant for 8 TeV pp collisions:

�gV
1 !

�gV
1

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �kV ! �kV

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �V ! �V

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , (12)

where ŝ is the square of the invariant mass of the vector boson pair. The form-factor scale, ⇤, is typically
taken to be in the TeV range. Upper bounds on the size of the anomalous gauge boson couplings can be
derived as a function of ⇤ based on unitarity considerations [85].

Several restrictions can be put on the couplings and are explored in this paper in addition to the scenario
where none of the couplings is restricted per se: the Equal Couplings constraint assumes the coupling
parameters for the WWZ and WW� vertices to be equal. Hence, gZ

1 = g
�
1 = 1, which leaves only two

independent parameters: �k� = �kZ and �� = �Z . The so-called LEP constraint [86] reduces the number
of free anomalous coupling parameters to three by requiring SU(2) ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance,

�gZ
1 = �kZ + tan2 ✓W�k�,

�� = �Z , (13)
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where ŝ is the square of the invariant mass of the vector boson pair. The form-factor scale, ⇤, is typically
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p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 13 TeV 
Approved	today	by	ATLAS   

+

 
  Use W decays to e ν and µ ν , Z  decays to e+ e- and µ+ µ-  

     from 3.2 fb-1 of data.

  Event selected with at least one charged lepton with Et > 25 GeV, 
     

 Backgrounds from Z+jets,  Z+ γ, WW and top estimated from data  
   driven methods; other EWK backgrounds from MC simulations. 

  Total cross sections measured for 66 < M(l+ l- ) < 116 GeV 
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p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 13 TeV 
Approved	today	by	ATLAS   
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  Detector-level data (points with uncertainties). The solid red curve is the total  

    background plus SM WZ signal with uncertainty indicated by the shaded violet band. 
 

    The SM WZ signal is calculated at NLO from Powheg+Pythia scaled by 1.17 to 
     match the data.  
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p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 13 TeV 
Approved	today	by	ATLAS   

theory
Z±Wσ / fid.

Z±Wσ
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
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µµe

eeµ

eee ATLAS Preliminary

Data
Powheg+Pythia
CT10

-1 = 13 TeV, 3.2 fbs

Z±W

 0.17±0.93 

 0.14±1.01 

 0.17±1.38 

 0.13±1.17 

 0.10±1.17 

Z  W
fid.σ / Z  W
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 0.15±1.39 

 
a) Ratio of measured WZ fiducial cross sections compared 
   to NLO SM prediction from Powheg+Pythia with CT10 pdf.  
b) Ratio of W+Z/W-Z fiducial cross sections compared 
   to NLO SM prediction from Powheg+Pythia with CT10 pdf. 

a)	 b)	
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p + p à  W  +  Z + …   at 13 TeV 
Just	aproved	by	ATLAS    

  Compare the ATLAS 13 TeV WZ measurement to the recent  
    NNLO SM predictions (arXiv:1604.08576). 
 √
s σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] σATLAS [pb]

7 11.028(8)+0.5%
−1.2% 17.93(1)+5.3%

−4.1% 19.34(3)+1.6%
−1.8% 19.0 +1.4

−1.3(stat)
+0.9
−0.9(syst)

+0.4
−0.4(lumi)

8 13.261(9)+1.3%
−2.1% 22.03(2)+5.1%

−3.9% 23.92(3)+1.7%
−1.8% 24.3 +0.6

−0.6(stat)
+0.6
−0.6(syst)

+0.5
−0.5(lumi)+0.4

−0.4(th)

13 24.79(2) +4.2%
−5.2% 44.67(3)+4.9%

−3.9% 49.62(6)+2.2%
−2.0%

14 27.14(2) +4.7%
−5.7% 49.50(3)+4.9%

−4.0% 55.10(7)+2.3%
−2.0%

Table 3: Total cross sections with ATLAS mass window 66GeV < m(Z) < 116GeV at LO, NLO
and NNLO. The available ATLAS data from Refs. [4, 5] are also shown.

√
s σLO [pb] σNLO [pb] σNNLO [pb] σCMS [pb]

7 10.902(7)+0.5%
−1.2% 17.72(1)+5.3%

−4.1% 19.18(3)+1.7%
−1.8% 20.76 +1.32

−1.32(stat)
+1.13
−1.13(syst)

+0.46
−0.46(lumi)

8 13.115(9)+1.3%
−2.1% 21.80(2)+5.1%

−3.9% 23.68(3)+1.8%
−1.8% 24.61 +0.76

−0.76(stat)
+1.13
−1.13(syst)

+1.08
−1.08(lumi)

13 25.04(2) +4.3%
−5.3% 45.09(3)+4.9%

−3.9% 49.98(6)+2.2%
−2.0% 40.9 +3.4

−3.4(stat)
+3.1
−3.3(syst)

+1.3
−1.3(lumi)+0.4

−0.4(th)

14 27.39(2) +4.7%
−5.7% 49.91(4)+4.9%

−4.0% 55.60(7)+2.3%
−2.0%

Table 4: Total cross sections with CMS mass windows of 71GeV < m(Z) < 111GeV for 7 and
8TeV, and 60GeV < m(Z) < 120GeV for 13 and 14TeV, at LO, NLO and NNLO. The available
CMS data from Refs. [6, 7] are also shown.

in order to obtain agreement (within 1σ) with the inclusive cross sections measured by ATLAS
and CMS in Run 1 of the LHC. The computed corrections will be even more important at 13TeV,
once enough statistics is accumulated. Since our computation already involves the full helicity
amplitudes and all off-shell effects, it can be extended to include realistic selection cuts on the
final-state leptons and to provide predictions in the fiducial volume in which the measurements
are carried out. It will also be possible to provide precise background predictions in new-physics
searches based on the trilepton + missing energy signature.

Our calculation was performed with the numerical program Matrix, which is able to carry
out fully-exclusive NNLO computations for a wide class of processes at hadron colliders. We are
planning further applications of our framework to other important LHC processes.

Acknowledgements. This research was supported in part by the Swiss National Science Foun-
dation (SNF) under contracts CRSII2-141847, 200021-156585, by the Research Executive Agency
(REA) of the European Union under the Grant Agreement number PITN–GA–2012–316704 (Hig-
gsTools), and by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NSF PHY11-25915.
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Tri-boson production at ATLAS 
and QGC’s	

November 11, 2015 – 20 : 59 DRAFT 143

WWWW WWZZ ZZZZ WW�Z WW�� ZZZ� ZZ�� Z��� ����

LS ,0, LS ,1 X X X O O O O O O
LM,0, LM,1, LM,6, LM,7 X X X X X X X O O
LM,2, LM,3, LM,4, LM,5 O X X X X X X O O
LT,0, LT,1, LT,2 X X X X X X X X X
LT,5, LT,6, LT,7 O X X X X X X X X
LT,8, LT,9 O O X O O X X X X

Table 91: Summary of the dimension-8 operators and the corresponding QGC vertices which are induced
by them. ”O” stands for ”forbidden” while ”X” stands for ”allowed”.

Thus the limits found on fM2/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4 parameters may be directly compared to previous results2160

from the LEP and other experiments and due to the dependence shown in the transformation, we may2161

need to set limits on only these two parameters instead of all eight of the fM family. Thus, there are five2162

parameters considered in this study: fM2/⇤4, fM3/⇤4 and fT0/⇤4, fT5/⇤4, fT9/⇤4. We choose to set the2163

limits on these five parameters according to the facts and motivations as follows: fM2/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4
2164

allow a comparison to previous measurements at LEP, TeVatron and CMS. fS 0/⇤4 and fS 1/⇤4 cannot2165

induce Z�� QGC while fT3/⇤4 and fT4/⇤4 are technically not implemented by the EFT authors at the2166

moment. fT1/⇤4 is represented by fT0/⇤4 while fT6/⇤4 and fT7/⇤4 are represented by fT5/⇤4. fT9/⇤4
2167

along with fT8/⇤4 (represented by fT9/⇤4) are the two unique operators which can be only probed via2168

neutral QGC vertices. All the five operators are parameterized as follows:2169

LM,2 =
fM2

⇤4 [Bµ⌫Bµ⌫] ⇥ [(D��)†D��] (50)

LM,3 =
fM3

⇤4 [Bµ⌫B⌫�] ⇥ [(D��)†Dµ�] (51)

LT,0 =
fT0

⇤4 Tr[Ŵµ⌫Ŵµ⌫] ⇥ Tr[Ŵ↵�Ŵ↵�] (52)

LT,5 =
fT5

⇤4 Tr[Ŵµ⌫Ŵµ⌫] ⇥ B↵�B↵� (53)

LT,9 =
fT9

⇤4 B↵µBµ�B�⌫B⌫↵ (54)

(55)

The detailed information for the anomalous QGC vertices which can be induced by these dimension-82170

operators are summarized in table 91.2171

14.2 Unitarity violation treatment2172

At su�ciently high energy, the amplitudes predicted by the EFT can potentially disrespect the gauge2173

structure of the model and violate the unitarity. The bounds beyond which the unitarity will be violated2174

can be calculated using a form factor calculator tool [74] provided in VBFNLO [75, 76, 77] generator. Con-2175

ventionally, a general procedure to preserve the Unitarity Violation (UV) is by modifying the coupling2176

values with an energy dependent Form Factor (FF). By investigating on-shell 2! 2 inelastic scattering2177

processes, the VBFNLO FF calculator tool also predicts an optimal dipole Form Factor (FF) in the form of2178

Eq. 56 which corresponds to a maximum energy scale preserving unitarity up to
p

s = 8 TeV depending2179

on the value of the exponent n and anomalous coupling coe�cients. In the equation, s stands for the2180

energy scale of the Z�� process which corresponds to the invariant mass of Z��. Such a cuto↵ scale2181

2 P. J. Bell: Quartic Gauge Couplings and the Radiation Zero in pp� l±��� events at the LHC

2 General formalism for anomalous quartic
gauge couplings

The formalism for possible anomalous terms generating
quartic gauge boson self-couplings has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature [1–4]. In the parametrisation first
introduced in [2], the two lowest dimension e↵ective La-
grangian terms that give rise to purely quartic couplings
involving at least two photons are:
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These are C and P conserving and are obtained by im-
posing local U(1)em gauge symmetry whilst also requiring
the global custodial SU(2)c symmetry that constrains the
electroweak parameter � = 1. Noting that the custodial
SU(2)c field vector is
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Thus, both terms generate AQGCs of the form WW��

and ZZ��. The parameters �0 and �c are distinguished
here for the W and Z vertices to comply with previous
experimental measurements in which the couplings were
studied independently [5]. Figure 1 shows how the process
qq̄� � l±⌫�� includes a contribution from the WW��

vertex and is thus sensitive to �

W
0 and �

W
c .

Through the Fµ�F

µ� terms in the e↵ective Lagrangians,
the anomalous couplings will scale with the square of the
photon energies, so a substantial improvement in the sen-
sitivity can be expected at the LHC over the results from
LEP.

3 Monte Carlo generation of W�� events

3.1 Comparison of programs and published results

Previous studies have been made of both pp� l⌫�� at the
LHC by O. J. P. Éboli, M. C. Gonzalez-Garćıa, S. M. Li-
etti and S. F. Novaes [6] and pp̄ � l⌫�� at the Tevatron

Fig. 1. The contribution of the WW�� vertex, which may
receive an anomalous contribution governed by the coupling
parameters �W

0 and �W
c , to the process qq̄� � l±���

by U. Baur, T. Han, N. Kauer, R. Sobey and D. Zep-
penfeld [7]. The MC program used in these works have
been obtained from the corresponding authors, and are
referred to here as the Lietti and Baur MCs, respectively;
they are described fully in the corresponding publications.
Both programs are based on Madgraph-generated ampli-
tudes [8] that take into account all leading order diagrams
for the l±⌫�� final state. Finite W width e↵ects are in-
cluded and all partons are assumed to be massless. Both
programs produce weighted events, the Lietti MC relying
on Vegas [9] for the phase space integration and the Baur
code making use of a custom three body phase space gen-
erator. The important di↵erence between the programs is
that whereas the Baur MC generates only SM events, the
Lietti code includes the AQGC contribution to the WW��

vertex, parametrised by the �0 and �c parameters.

Whilst the Lietti program forms the basis of the work
reported here, it is prudent to first compare the SM expec-
tations from the two generators in order to validate the
programs and our usage of them. The generator-level cuts
applied in order to approximately simulate the detector
acceptance in the previous studies are summarised in ta-
ble 1. For the Tevatron (Baur MC), only the W� � e�

⌫

channel was considered, the W+ channel not being imple-
mented in the MC. At the LHC (Lietti MC) the complete
W± � l±⌫ (l = e, µ) final state was studied. The MRS (A)
and MRS (G) sets of proton structure functions were used
for the Tevatron and LHC studies, respectively, with the
factorisation scale in both cases being set equal to the
parton centre of mass energy.

The prediction from each program “as provided” was
first verified against the corresponding published result.
The Baur MC faithfully reproduced the reported cross-
section for pp̄ � e�

⌫�� at the Tevatron, and likewise
the Lietti MC for pp� l±⌫�� at the LHC (see table 2).
However, when the Baur MC was modified to generate
pp� e�

⌫�� events at the LHC, the expected cross-section
was found to be about 25% higher than that obtained from
the Lietti program. Conversely, a similar modification of
the Lietti MC for the generation of pp̄ collisions at the
Tevatron gave results comparable to those published. This
discrepancy was due to the inclusion of only the ud̄ �
l+⌫�� and dū � l�⌫�� contributions to the total cross-
section within the Lietti MC. We have made a “corrected”
version of this program by including the missing valence-
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Signal Definition: l⌫� and ll� final states

The experimental signature of these processes are the
l⌫�+X and ll�+X final states.

Besides the TGC and ISR contributions they include also:

QED FSR from W(Z) inclusive production
Dominating for E

�
T � 40 GeV

High order O(↵↵S) contributions (NLO corrections)

Photons from fragmentation of jets produced in
association with a W or a Z boson (W (Z)+jet events)

WW� TGC
q̄ �

W

l

⌫̄

q

W

ISR Production (u� and t�channel)

q̄

q

�

W (Z)

l

⌫̄(l)q

q̄

q

�

W (Z)
l

⌫̄(l)

q

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Illustrations of the topologies of the final states used to test gauge
boson couplings : (a) W� final state to test the WW� vertex, (b) vector boson
fusion W production to test WW pZ�q vertex. (c) W�� final state to test WW��
final state, (d) Vector boson scattering Z� final state to test WWZ� final state.

WWV, (V=� or Z), with lorentz invariance and CP conservation required can be

written as [12]:

LWWV {gWWV “ igV
1 pW :

µ⌫W
µV ⌫

´ W :
µV⌫W

µ⌫
q ` iV W :

µW⌫V
µ⌫

` i
�V

M2
W

W :
�µW

µ
⌫V

⌫�

(2.1)

where W µ denotes the W ´ field and Wµ⌫ “ BµW⌫ ´ B⌫Wµ. Vµ⌫ “ BµV⌫ ´ B⌫Vµ,

where V⌫ is the photon A⌫ or Z⌫ field. The coupling constants are chosen to be :

gWW� “ ´e, gWWZ “ ´ecotp✓W q. In the SM, gV
1 “ V “ 1, and �V “ 0. The last

term illustrates an anomalous gauge boson coupling. Experimental constraints on
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p + p à  Z  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   

 
  Select W/Z leptonic decays from 20.3 fb-1 of data.

  For Zγγ    photons with  ET(γ)  > 15 GeV and ΔR(l-γ) > 0.4 
    For Wγγ  photons with  ET(γ)  > 20 GeV and ΔR(l-γ) > 0.7 
  

  Compare measurements to SM theory calculations at NLO using MCFM. 

  Search for BSM sources of Zγγ /Wγγ production from aQGC’s .  
  

p + p à  W  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1503.03243   
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October 15, 2014 – 16 : 28 DRAFT 5

Figure 1: Here the main contributions to the Wγγ final state are shown. In general, the final state photons

can come from: the final state radiation, the initial state radiation, the fragmentation of an initial state

quark or gluon, a TGC vertex or a QGC vertex.
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p + p à  Z  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1604.05232   

 
 Observation of Zγγ signal with  

    significance at the level 5 sigma. 
 

  Evidence for Wγγ with  
    significance at the level 3 sigma. 

   Within large data statistical uncertainties we  
     find agreement with SM predictions  
     at NLO using  MCFM. 
     
 

SM at NLO    ✔ 

�fid
[fb] �MCFM

[fb]

Inclusive (Njet � 0)

µ⌫�� 7.1 +1.3
�1.2 (stat.) ±1.5 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)

2.90± 0.16e⌫�� 4.3 +1.8
�1.6 (stat.)

+1.9
�1.8 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)

`⌫�� 6.1 +1.1
�1.0 (stat.) ±1.2 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)

Exclusive (Njet = 0)

µ⌫�� 3.5± 0.9 (stat.)

+1.1
�1.0 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)

1.88± 0.20e⌫�� 1.9 +1.4
�1.1 (stat.)

+1.1
�1.2 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)

`⌫�� 2.9 +0.8
�0.7 (stat.)

+1.0
�0.9 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)

p + p à  W  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1503.03243   
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Figure 51: The predicted FF values by VBFNLO w.r.t. the coupling coe�cients of fT0/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4.
VBFNLO provides three sets of FF: (1) taking only the helicity combination with the largest contribution
to the zeroth partial wave into account; (2) taking contributions from all helicity combinations to the
zeroth partial wave into account by diagonalizing the T-matrix; (3) taking contributions from all channels
involving W and Z bosons with all helicity combinations to the zeroth partial wave into account by
diagonalizing the T-matrix.

ensures any distribution with s > ⇤FF constrained to its SM expectation and the e↵ects of aQGC will be2173

pushed back towards the SM prediction.2174

f !
0

B

B

B

B

@

1 +
s
⇤2

FF

1

C

C

C

C

A

�n

⇥ f . (56)

Taking fT0/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4 for example, Figure 51 shows the predicted FF value by VBFNLO w.r.t.2175

the coupling coe�cients. VBFNLO provides three sets of FF currently available for investigation.2176

As for the choice of the FF exponent, we present an ŝ dependence check of SM and SM+aQGC2177

Z�� productions and have found in Figure 52 that n = 2 should be able to preserve the UV. However,2178

the FF calculated by VBFNLO are based on 2! 2 inelastic scattering processes while the tri-boson Z��2179

production arises from 1! 3 scattering. In order to verify the estimated FF by VBFNLO in 2! 2 inelastic2180

scattering processes is able to preserve the UV in 1! 3 scattering processes, we have been in touch with2181

the VBFNLO authors and performed the similar sanity test to demonstrate that the FF should be able to2182

preserve the UV as shown in Figure 52 the cross section ratio of aQGC over SM as a function of ŝ does2183

go flat at the high region of ŝ which indicates the FF unitarize the amplitudes against the infinitive growth2184

w.r.t. the center-of-mass energy. So the current FF recipe is to use the FF estimated from 2! 2 inelastic2185

scattering processes with exponent n = 2. (We stick with such prescription unless the theorists and2186

generator authors come up with a first FF estimate for 1! 3 scattering) Based on the same philosophy2187

in Figure 53, we demonstrate for each of the aforementioned dimension-8 operators the 1st set of FF2188

p + p à  Z  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1604.05232   

p + p à  W  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1503.03243    

 Use the M(γγ) spectrum to set aQGC limits: 
M(γγ) > 200 [300] GeV for Z(l+ l-)+γγ [Z(νν)+γγ]:  M(γγ) > 300 GeV for W+γγ  

 Choose some parameters describing dimension 8 operators: 
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WWWW WWZZ ZZZZ WW�Z WW�� ZZZ� ZZ�� Z��� ����

LS ,0, LS ,1 X X X O O O O O O
LM,0, LM,1, LM,6, LM,7 X X X X X X X O O
LM,2, LM,3, LM,4, LM,5 O X X X X X X O O
LT,0, LT,1, LT,2 X X X X X X X X X
LT,5, LT,6, LT,7 O X X X X X X X X
LT,8, LT,9 O O X O O X X X X

Table 91: Summary of the dimension-8 operators and the corresponding QGC vertices which are induced
by them. ”O” stands for ”forbidden” while ”X” stands for ”allowed”.

Thus the limits found on fM2/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4 parameters may be directly compared to previous results2151

from the LEP and other experiments and due to the dependence shown in the transformation, we may2152

need to set limits on only these two parameters instead of all eight of the fM family. Thus, there are five2153

parameters considered in this study: fM2/⇤4, fM3/⇤4 and fT0/⇤4, fT5/⇤4, fT9/⇤4. We choose to set the2154

limits on these five parameters according to the facts and motivations as follows: fM2/⇤4 and fM3/⇤4
2155

allow a comparison to previous measurements at LEP, TeVatron and CMS. fS 0/⇤4 and fS 1/⇤4 cannot2156

induce Z�� QGC while fT3/⇤4 and fT4/⇤4 are technically not implemented by the EFT authors at the2157

moment. fT1/⇤4 is represented by fT0/⇤4 while fT6/⇤4 and fT7/⇤4 are represented by fT5/⇤4. fT9/⇤4
2158

along with fT8/⇤4 (represented by fT9/⇤4) are the two unique operators which can be only probed via2159

neutral QGC vertices. All the five operators are parameterized as follows:2160

LM,2 =
fM2

⇤4 [Bµ⌫Bµ⌫] ⇥ [(D��)†D��] (50)

LM,3 =
fM3

⇤4 [Bµ⌫B⌫�] ⇥ [(D��)†Dµ�] (51)

LT,0 =
fT0

⇤4 Tr[Ŵµ⌫Ŵµ⌫] ⇥ Tr[Ŵ↵�Ŵ↵�] (52)

LT,5 =
fT5

⇤4 Tr[Ŵµ⌫Ŵµ⌫] ⇥ B↵�B↵� (53)

LT,9 =
fT9

⇤4 B↵µBµ�B�⌫B⌫↵ (54)

(55)

The detailed information for the anomalous QGC vertices which can be induced by these dimension-82161

operators are summarized in table 91.2162

14.2 Unitarity violation treatment2163

At su�ciently high energy, the amplitudes predicted by the EFT can potentially disrespect the gauge2164

structure of the model and violate the unitarity. The bounds beyond which the unitarity will be violated2165

can be calculated using a form factor calculator tool [74] provided in VBFNLO [75, 76, 77] generator. Con-2166

ventionally, a general procedure to preserve the Unitarity Violation (UV) is by modifying the coupling2167

values with an energy dependent Form Factor (FF). By investigating on-shell 2! 2 inelastic scattering2168

processes, the VBFNLO FF calculator tool also predicts an optimal dipole Form Factor (FF) in the form of2169

Eq. 56 which corresponds to a maximum energy scale preserving unitarity up to
p

s = 8 TeV depending2170

on the value of the exponent n and anomalous coupling coe�cients. In the equation, s stands for the2171

energy scale of the Z�� process which corresponds to the invariant mass of Z��. Such a cuto↵ scale2172

Physics overview and motivation 
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Two main goals of Standard Model (SM) measurements in ATLAS are: to test theory 
with high precision and to find any signs of new physics. 

Study of Zγ and Zγγ production probes EW sector via 
interactions between two types of neutral bosons. 

SM diagrams 

Initial state radiation (ISR) Final state radiation (FSR) 

Zγγ: 2 ISR / 2 FSR / 1 ISR and 1 FSR photons in diagrams aGC diagrams: 

¾ New physics can be probed indirectly via study of interactions 
between EW gauge bosons. 
¾ SM doesn’t predict any neutral triple or quartic vertex at tree level. 
¾ Anomalous triple or quartic gauge couplings (aTGCs and aQGCs) 
can occur only due to physics beyond Standard Model. 
¾ ATGC/AQGC modify total cross sections and kinematics. 

aTGC 

aQGC 

Zγ: 

2 P. J. Bell: Quartic Gauge Couplings and the Radiation Zero in pp� l±��� events at the LHC

2 General formalism for anomalous quartic
gauge couplings

The formalism for possible anomalous terms generating
quartic gauge boson self-couplings has been widely dis-
cussed in the literature [1–4]. In the parametrisation first
introduced in [2], the two lowest dimension e↵ective La-
grangian terms that give rise to purely quartic couplings
involving at least two photons are:

L0
6 = �e

2
�0

16
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫W � · W �,

Lc
6 = �e

2
�c

16
Fµ�F

µ�W � · W � .

These are C and P conserving and are obtained by im-
posing local U(1)em gauge symmetry whilst also requiring
the global custodial SU(2)c symmetry that constrains the
electroweak parameter � = 1. Noting that the custodial
SU(2)c field vector is

W � =

�

�
1�
2 (W+

� + W

�
� )

i�
2 (W+

� � W

�
� )

Z�/ cos ✓W

�

�
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�
� +
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2 cos2 ✓W
Z�Z�),

then in terms of the physical fields:
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W
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W
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W
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� e

2
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Thus, both terms generate AQGCs of the form WW��

and ZZ��. The parameters �0 and �c are distinguished
here for the W and Z vertices to comply with previous
experimental measurements in which the couplings were
studied independently [5]. Figure 1 shows how the process
qq̄� � l±⌫�� includes a contribution from the WW��

vertex and is thus sensitive to �

W
0 and �

W
c .

Through the Fµ�F

µ� terms in the e↵ective Lagrangians,
the anomalous couplings will scale with the square of the
photon energies, so a substantial improvement in the sen-
sitivity can be expected at the LHC over the results from
LEP.

3 Monte Carlo generation of W�� events

3.1 Comparison of programs and published results

Previous studies have been made of both pp� l⌫�� at the
LHC by O. J. P. Éboli, M. C. Gonzalez-Garćıa, S. M. Li-
etti and S. F. Novaes [6] and pp̄ � l⌫�� at the Tevatron

Fig. 1. The contribution of the WW�� vertex, which may
receive an anomalous contribution governed by the coupling
parameters �W

0 and �W
c , to the process qq̄� � l±���

by U. Baur, T. Han, N. Kauer, R. Sobey and D. Zep-
penfeld [7]. The MC program used in these works have
been obtained from the corresponding authors, and are
referred to here as the Lietti and Baur MCs, respectively;
they are described fully in the corresponding publications.
Both programs are based on Madgraph-generated ampli-
tudes [8] that take into account all leading order diagrams
for the l±⌫�� final state. Finite W width e↵ects are in-
cluded and all partons are assumed to be massless. Both
programs produce weighted events, the Lietti MC relying
on Vegas [9] for the phase space integration and the Baur
code making use of a custom three body phase space gen-
erator. The important di↵erence between the programs is
that whereas the Baur MC generates only SM events, the
Lietti code includes the AQGC contribution to the WW��

vertex, parametrised by the �0 and �c parameters.

Whilst the Lietti program forms the basis of the work
reported here, it is prudent to first compare the SM expec-
tations from the two generators in order to validate the
programs and our usage of them. The generator-level cuts
applied in order to approximately simulate the detector
acceptance in the previous studies are summarised in ta-
ble 1. For the Tevatron (Baur MC), only the W� � e�

⌫

channel was considered, the W+ channel not being imple-
mented in the MC. At the LHC (Lietti MC) the complete
W± � l±⌫ (l = e, µ) final state was studied. The MRS (A)
and MRS (G) sets of proton structure functions were used
for the Tevatron and LHC studies, respectively, with the
factorisation scale in both cases being set equal to the
parton centre of mass energy.

The prediction from each program “as provided” was
first verified against the corresponding published result.
The Baur MC faithfully reproduced the reported cross-
section for pp̄ � e�

⌫�� at the Tevatron, and likewise
the Lietti MC for pp� l±⌫�� at the LHC (see table 2).
However, when the Baur MC was modified to generate
pp� e�

⌫�� events at the LHC, the expected cross-section
was found to be about 25% higher than that obtained from
the Lietti program. Conversely, a similar modification of
the Lietti MC for the generation of pp̄ collisions at the
Tevatron gave results comparable to those published. This
discrepancy was due to the inclusion of only the ud̄ �
l+⌫�� and dū � l�⌫�� contributions to the total cross-
section within the Lietti MC. We have made a “corrected”
version of this program by including the missing valence-
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Signal Definition: l⌫� and ll� final states

The experimental signature of these processes are the
l⌫�+X and ll�+X final states.

Besides the TGC and ISR contributions they include also:

QED FSR from W(Z) inclusive production
Dominating for E

�
T � 40 GeV

High order O(↵↵S) contributions (NLO corrections)

Photons from fragmentation of jets produced in
association with a W or a Z boson (W (Z)+jet events)

WW� TGC
q̄ �

W

l

⌫̄

q

W

ISR Production (u� and t�channel)

q̄

q

�

W (Z)

l

⌫̄(l)q

q̄

q

�

W (Z)
l

⌫̄(l)

q

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.3: Illustrations of the topologies of the final states used to test gauge
boson couplings : (a) W� final state to test the WW� vertex, (b) vector boson
fusion W production to test WW pZ�q vertex. (c) W�� final state to test WW��
final state, (d) Vector boson scattering Z� final state to test WWZ� final state.

WWV, (V=� or Z), with lorentz invariance and CP conservation required can be

written as [12]:

LWWV {gWWV “ igV
1 pW :

µ⌫W
µV ⌫

´ W :
µV⌫W

µ⌫
q ` iV W :

µW⌫V
µ⌫

` i
�V

M2
W

W :
�µW

µ
⌫V

⌫�

(2.1)

where W µ denotes the W ´ field and Wµ⌫ “ BµW⌫ ´ B⌫Wµ. Vµ⌫ “ BµV⌫ ´ B⌫Vµ,

where V⌫ is the photon A⌫ or Z⌫ field. The coupling constants are chosen to be :

gWW� “ ´e, gWWZ “ ´ecotp✓W q. In the SM, gV
1 “ V “ 1, and �V “ 0. The last

term illustrates an anomalous gauge boson coupling. Experimental constraints on

11

unitarization 

 
 WWγγ  and ZZγγ sensitive to fM2  and  fM2  

    WWγγ , ZZγγ and Zγγγ sensitive to fT0  and  fT5   
    ZZγγ and Zγγγ sensitive to  fT0 
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arxiv:1604.05232   

p + p à  W  + γ + γ  …   at 8 TeV 
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4

σfid [fb] σMCFM [fb]
Inclusive (Njet ≥ 0)

µνγγ 7.1 +1.3
−1.2 (stat.) ±1.5 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)

2.90± 0.16eνγγ 4.3 +1.8
−1.6 (stat.) +1.9

−1.8 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)
ℓνγγ 6.1 +1.1

−1.0 (stat.) ±1.2 (syst.) ±0.2 (lumi.)
Exclusive (Njet = 0)

µνγγ 3.5± 0.9 (stat.) +1.1
−1.0 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)

1.88± 0.20eνγγ 1.9 +1.4
−1.1 (stat.) +1.1

−1.2 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)
ℓνγγ 2.9 +0.8

−0.7 (stat.) +1.0
−0.9 (syst.) ±0.1 (lumi.)

TABLE III: Measurement of the pp → ℓνγγ inclusive and exclusive fiducial cross sections.

ergy, the form factor scale ΛFF and an exponent n, fol-235

lowing the formalism described in Refs. [52, 53]. The236

largest form factor scale ensuring unitarity for this pro-237

cess at
√
s = 8TeV, calculated using the VBFNLO gen-238

erator [54], is given by n = 2 and ΛFF = 600GeV for239

fT0/Λ4, and ΛFF = 500GeV for fM2/Λ4 and fM3/Λ4.240

Deviations from the SM prediction for the aQGC pa-241

rameters, which is zero, lead to an excess of events with242

high diphoton invariant mass. The optimal phase space243

to study aQGCs was found to be the exclusive selec-244

tion with the additional requirement of mγγ > 300GeV.245

The SM backgrounds in this region are determined from246

a fit to the observed mγγ distribution. The expected247

SM background is 0.01± 0.03(stat.)± 0.20(syst.) (0.02±248

0.05(stat.) ± 0.46(syst.)) events in the electron (muon)249

channel, where uncertainties include systematic effects250

due to the extrapolation procedure. No events are ob-251

served in the high-mass region.252

Observed [TeV−4] Expected [TeV−4]

n = 0
fT0/Λ

4 [−0.9, 0.9] × 102 [−1.2, 1.2] × 102

fM2/Λ
4 [−0.8, 0.8] × 104 [−1.1, 1.1] × 104

fM3/Λ
4 [−1.5, 1.4] × 104 [−1.9, 1.8] × 104

n = 1
fT0/Λ4 [−7.6, 7.3] × 102 [−9.6, 9.5] × 102

fM2/Λ4 [−4.4, 4.6] × 104 [−5.7, 5.9] × 104

fM3/Λ4 [−8.9, 8.0] × 104 [−11.0, 10.0] × 104

n = 2
fT0/Λ4 [−2.7, 2.6] × 103 [−3.5, 3.4] × 103

fM2/Λ4 [−1.3, 1.3] × 105 [−1.6, 1.7] × 105

fM3/Λ4 [−2.9, 2.5] × 105 [−3.7, 3.3] × 105

TABLE IV: Observed and expected 95% CL limits obtained
for the fT0/Λ

4, fM2/Λ
4 and fM3/Λ

4 aQGC parameters for the
combination of the two channels. The values of n = 0, 1, 2
are the exponential choices of the form factor, ΛFF is fixed to
600GeV for fT0/Λ

4 and to 500GeV for the other parameters.
The n = 0 choice produces the limits without the form factor
applied.

The cross-section prediction as a quadratic function of253

the aQGC parameters is obtained by using VBFNLO. For254

SM couplings VBFNLO agrees with MCFM. The limits255

on the aQGC parameters are extracted with a frequen-256

tist profile likelihood test [55], using the methodology of257

Ref. [5]. The expected and observed limits at 95% CL on258

the aQGC parameters are shown in Table IV for differ-259

ent values of n. While the limits on fM2/Λ4 and fM3/Λ4
260

are less stringent than previous results from the LEP ex-261

periments [18–21], D0 [22], and CMS [16, 17], the limit262

on fT0/Λ4 is better than the previous limit published by263

CMS [17]. This can be explained by the fact that fT0/Λ4
264

is especially sensitive to transversely polarizedW bosons,265

which are favored in the present study [50].266

In summary, evidence for the W (ℓν)γγ process is re-267

ported for the first time. The production cross section268

for both the inclusive and exclusive selection is mea-269

sured with significances of 3.9 σ and 2.4 σ respectively.270

The measured cross sections are in agreement within271

uncertainties with NLO SM predictions calculated with272

MCFM. Limits are set at 95% CL on the aQGC param-273

eters, in particular improving the limit on fT0/Λ4.274
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ΛFF	=	600	GeV	
for	fT0	

ΛFF	=	500	GeV	
for	fM2	and	fM3	

Channel Measurement [fb] Prediction [fb]

`+`��� (m�� > 200 GeV) 0.12+0.11
�0.07(stat.)+0.03

�0.01(syst.) 0.0674 ± 0.0013(stat.) ± 0.0053(syst.)
⌫⌫̄�� (m�� > 300 GeV) 0.16+0.17

�0.11(stat.)+0.04
�0.01(syst.) 0.0499 ± 0.0008(stat.) ± 0.0062(syst.)

Table 12: Theoretical Vbfnlo SM and observed cross sections in chosen aQGC regions (with the exclusive selec-
tion) for the channels studied. The m�� threshold is 200 GeV for the electron and muon channels and is 300 GeV for
the neutrino channel. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic.

The reconstruction e�ciency CZ�� is calculated from simulation samples with nonzero aQGCs using the
events generated at LO by Vbfnlo and parton-showered by Pythia8. The deviation of the reconstruction
e�ciency from that for SM production using Sherpa is taken as an additional uncertainty of 20% (60%)
for the ⌫⌫̄ channel (`+`� channels). The di↵erences in AZ�� and C⇤(parton! particle) between aQGC and
SM simulation samples are at the percent level and were neglected. The expected and observed 95% C.L.
limits of each dimension-8 operator coe�cient are derived from one-dimensional profile-likelihood fits as
described in the aTGC study. The ⇤FF-dependent observed/expected limits are obtained using the signal
cross-section parameterization produced at LO by Vbfnlo and shown in Figure 16. The unitarity bounds
versus ⇤FF are also plotted in the figure with the FF exponent n equal to two. Table 13 shows the expec-
ted and observed 95% C.L. limits with no unitarization restriction along with those respecting unitarity
bounds at the maximum allowed value of⇤FF according to the Vbfnlo estimation. The limits without unit-
arization are compared to the limits from the most recent CMS results [70–72] and ATLAS results [51] in
Figure 17. The limits are presented in the formalism as implemented in Vbfnlo [73], except for the ones
in Figure 17, which are presented in the formalism as implemented in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [73] (left
plot) and in the LEP formalism [69] (right plot) in order to be compared to other results.

n ⇤FF [TeV] Limits 95% C.L. Observed [TeV�4] Expected [TeV�4]

0 1

fM2/⇤4 [�1.6, 1.6] ⇥ 104 [�1.2, 1.2] ⇥ 104

fM3/⇤4 [�2.9, 2.7] ⇥ 104 [�2.2, 2.2] ⇥ 104

fT0/⇤4 [�0.86, 1.03] ⇥ 102 [�0.65, 0.82] ⇥ 102

fT5/⇤4 [�0.69, 0.68] ⇥ 103 [�0.52, 0.52] ⇥ 103

fT9/⇤4 [�0.74, 0.74] ⇥ 104 [�0.58, 0.59] ⇥ 104

2

5.5 fM2/⇤4 [�1.8, 1.9] ⇥ 104 [�1.4, 1.5] ⇥ 104

5.0 fM3/⇤4 [�3.4, 3.3] ⇥ 104 [�2.6, 2.6] ⇥ 104

0.7 fT0/⇤4 [�2.3, 2.1] ⇥ 103 [�1.9, 1.6] ⇥ 103

0.6 fT5/⇤4 [�2.3, 2.2] ⇥ 104 [�1.8, 1.8] ⇥ 104

0.4 fT9/⇤4 [�0.89, 0.86] ⇥ 106 [�0.71, 0.68] ⇥ 106

Table 13: Observed and expected one-dimensional limits on aQGC parameters. Form factor exponent n = 0 corres-
ponds to infinite scale limits without any form factor.
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Summary	 
  The ATLAS (and CMS) collaboration are making measurements   

      of the production of two EWK bosons in pp collisions  at 7, 8 and  
      recently 13 TeV.  Tri-boson production is just now being detected. 
 
 

  The theory community is keeping pace with the required SM theory 
     predictions for di-boson production with QCD corrections at order α s2 .  

  Measurements and SM theory agree at these new levels of precision. 
  Testing the triple and quartic gauge couplings are putting stringent  

     limits on the phase space of postulated anomalous-coupling parameters.
 

  The advent of high statistics 13 TeV data will continue to increase the  
     precision of multi-boson measurements, requiring new QCD+EWK  
     calculations for testing the validity (or violation) of SM triple and  
     quartic gauge-coupling. 
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Additional Information	



Thanks to CERN and the LHC …   

 

 7 TeV           ~   5 fb-1 
 8 TeV            ~   20  fb-1    
 13 TeV     2015 data sample of 3.2  fb-1 

  13 TeV    2016 first collisions occurring now … 
     Goal  ~ 25 fb-1  by end of year * 
       
                      * modulo DWF 

Typical	data	set	analyzed	by	ATLAS	pp	collisions	

Subject: Re: [Duke_atlas_list] LHC status
From: Andrea Bocci <bocci@phy.duke.edu>
Date: 4/30/16, 9:46 AM
To: Al Goshaw <goshaw@phy.duke.edu>, DukeAtlas <duke_atlas_list@phy.duke.edu>

Dilbert strip in 2002..

http://dilbert.com/strip/2002-03-11

On 30.04.2016 14:50, Al Goshaw wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Jamie Boyd" <Jamie.Boyd@cern.ch>
Date: Apr 29, 2016 2:46 PM
Subject: LHC status
To: "LPC-expts-contact-persons" <LPC-expts-contact-persons@cern.ch>, "lpc-interest-group" <lpc-interest-group@cern.ch>
Cc: "LPC-Machine-Coordinators" <LPC-Machine-Coordinators@cern.ch>

Re: [Duke_atlas_list] LHC status  

1 of 2 5/3/16, 9:35 AM
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Beautiful detector performance …   

Les Rencontres de Physique de la Vallee d‘Aoste - March 2016

ZZ @ 13 TeV 

8

p + p  à  Z(µ+ µ-) + Z(e+ e-)  + …  at 13 TeV 	

24	
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Process pp! `+`�� and pp! ⌫⌫̄�
⇤FF 1

Observed 95% C.L. Expected 95% C.L.
h�3 [�9.5, 9.9] ⇥ 10�4 [�1.8, 1.8] ⇥ 10�3

hZ
3 [�7.8, 8.6] ⇥ 10�4 [�1.5, 1.5] ⇥ 10�3

h�4 [�3.2, 3.2] ⇥ 10�6 [�6.0, 5.9] ⇥ 10�6

hZ
4 [�3.0, 2.9] ⇥ 10�6 [�5.5, 5.4] ⇥ 10�6

⇤FF 4 TeV
Observed 95% C.L. Expected 95% C.L.

h�3 [�1.6, 1.7] ⇥ 10�3 [�3.0, 3.1] ⇥ 10�3

hZ
3 [�1.3, 1.4] ⇥ 10�3 [�2.5, 2.6] ⇥ 10�3

h�4 [�1.2, 1.1] ⇥ 10�5 [�2.2, 2.1] ⇥ 10�5

hZ
4 [�1.0, 1.0] ⇥ 10�5 [�1.9, 1.9] ⇥ 10�5

Table 11: Observed and expected one-dimensional limits on hV
3 and hV

4 , assuming that any excess in data over
background predictions is due solely to hV

3 or hV
4 and that only one of them is nonzero.
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Figure 13: The 95% C.L. nonunitarized intervals (⇤FF = 1) for anomalous couplings from current and previous
ATLAS results and CMS results for the neutral aTGC h�3, hZ

3 (left) and h�4, hZ
4 (right) as obtained from Z� events.
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 Set aTGC limits on ZZγ and Zγγ using high Et photons 

parameters (where V = Z, �). All of these parameters are zero at tree level in the SM. Since the CP-
conserving couplings hV

3,4 and the CP-violating couplings hV
1,2 do not interfere and their sensitivities to

aTGCs are nearly identical [63], the limits from this study are expressed in terms of the CP-conserving
parameters hV

3,4.

The yields of Z� events with high E�T with the exclusive zero-jet selection are used to set the limits. The
exclusive selection is used since it significantly reduces the SM contribution at high E�T and therefore
optimizes the sensitivity to anomalous couplings. The contributions from aTGCs increase with the ET
of the photon, and the search is optimized to have the highest sensitivity by using the extended fiducial
cross sections for Z� production with E�T greater than 250 GeV for `+`�� and greater than 400 GeV for
⌫⌫̄�. The neutrino channel has the highest sensitivity to aTGCs. The measured cross sections and the SM
predictions in these high-E�T phase-space regions (aTGC regions) are shown in Table 10.

Channel Measurement [fb] Prediction [fb]

`+`�� (E�T > 250 GeV) 0.42+0.16
�0.13(stat.)+0.07

�0.04(syst.) 0.660 ± 0.015(stat.) ± 0.018(syst.)
⌫⌫̄� (E�T > 400 GeV) 0.06+0.15

�0.10(stat.)+0.04
�0.04(syst.) 0.466 ± 0.021(stat.) ± 0.020(syst.)

Table 10: Theoretical MCFM SM and observed cross sections in chosen aTGC regions (with the exclusive selection)
for the channels studied. The E�T threshold is 250 GeV for the electron and muon channels and is 400 GeV for the
neutrino channel. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic.

Form factors (FF) are introduced to avoid unitarity violation at very high parton center-of-mass energyp
ŝ: hV

3 (ŝ) = hV
3 /(1 + ŝ/⇤2

FF)n and hV
4 (ŝ) = hV

4 /(1 + ŝ/⇤2
FF)n, with the form factor exponent n set to three

for hV
3 and four for hV

4 to preserve unitarity [64], where ⇤FF is the approximate energy scale at which
contributions from physics beyond the SM would become directly observable. The dependencies of the
unitarity bounds on the aTGC parameters from the scale ⇤FF calculated as in Ref. [65] are shown in
Figures 11 and 12, where the observed and expected limits are derived as discussed below. A form factor
with ⇤FF = 4 TeV is chosen as the lowest scale to preserve unitarity for all the studied parameters. The
limits on aTGCs are also given without a form factor (⇤FF = 1) as a benchmark, although unitarity is not
preserved in this case.
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Figure 11: Dependencies of the observed limits, expected limits and unitarity bounds on the form factor energy
scale ⇤FF for hZ

3 (left) and h�3 (right). ⇤FF  8 TeV can be chosen to obtain the unitarized limits. The green and
yellow bands show areas of variation for the expected limits by 1� and 2�, respectively.
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hiV/	 
 The best aTGC constraints  to date on hi

V  (i=3,4 V=γ,Z)

ZZγ and Zγγ TGC consistent with 0      SM ✔ 

p + p à  Z  + γ + …   at 8 TeV
arxiv:1604.05232   
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p + p à  W  +  W + …   at 8 TeV 
arxiv:1603.01702   

 
 Set aTGC limits on ZWW and γWW couplings using 

   the leading lepton in the e/µ final states. 
 
 

 Limits on        (V = Z, γ)

10. Limits on anomalous triple-gauge-boson couplings

10.1. Theoretical parameterisation

The non-Abelian self-couplings of W and Z bosons and photons can be probed via the WWV vertex,
where V = Z or �, present when the bosons are produced via the s-channel exchange of a Z or � as shown
in Figure 1(b). The SM, with its SU(2) ⇥ U(1) structure, makes definite predictions for these triple-
gauge-boson couplings [84]. The SM Lagrangian can be extended with additional degrees of freedom
that modify the couplings. Considering only terms that conserve charge conjugation (C) and parity (P)
separately, the modified Lagrangian can be written as:

L = igWWV

2
66664gV

1 (W+µ⌫W
�µ �W+µW�µ⌫)V⌫ + kVW+µW�⌫ Vµ⌫ +

�V

m2
W

W+⌫µ W�⇢⌫ Vµ⇢

3
77775 , (10)

where V = Z or �; W±µ⌫ = @µW±⌫ � @⌫W±µ ; Vµ⌫ = @µV⌫ � @⌫Vµ. The overall coupling constants gWWV are
given by gWW� = �e and gWWZ = �e cot ✓W , where ✓W is the weak mixing angle.

Electromagnetic gauge invariance requires that g�1 = 1. The three other coupling parameters that are
non-zero in the SM are gZ

1 = 1, kZ = 1, and k� = 1. Deviations from the SM are introduced as

�gZ
1 = 1 � gZ

1 ; �kZ = 1 � kZ; �k� = 1 � k�. (11)

The remaining couplings are zero in the SM, �� = �Z = 0. A significant non-zero value for any of the
parameters �gZ

1 , �kZ , �k�, �� and �Z would be evidence of new interactions not included in the SM.

If anomalous couplings occur, these extra terms in the Lagrangian would contribute and would induce
a violation of unitarity at su�ciently high energies. Therefore, form factors are introduced to dampen
the rise of the WW production cross section so that it takes physical values even at the highest partonic
centre-of-mass energies relevant for 8 TeV pp collisions:

�gV
1 !

�gV
1

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �kV ! �kV

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �V ! �V

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , (12)

where ŝ is the square of the invariant mass of the vector boson pair. The form-factor scale, ⇤, is typically
taken to be in the TeV range. Upper bounds on the size of the anomalous gauge boson couplings can be
derived as a function of ⇤ based on unitarity considerations [85].

Several restrictions can be put on the couplings and are explored in this paper in addition to the scenario
where none of the couplings is restricted per se: the Equal Couplings constraint assumes the coupling
parameters for the WWZ and WW� vertices to be equal. Hence, gZ

1 = g
�
1 = 1, which leaves only two

independent parameters: �k� = �kZ and �� = �Z . The so-called LEP constraint [86] reduces the number
of free anomalous coupling parameters to three by requiring SU(2) ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance,

�gZ
1 = �kZ + tan2 ✓W�k�,

�� = �Z , (13)
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Figure 11: The leading lepton transverse momentum, plead
T , for eµ final states is compared for data and MC-

generated events using di↵erent arbitrary values for aTGC parameters (left). The detector-level distributions are
shown using values of aTGC parameters corresponding to the upper bounds of the observed 95% confidence inter-
val (right). The aTGC parameters are defined in the no constraints scenario, and the form-factor scale is set to be
infinity. The next-to-leading-order EWK correction scale factors from Table 10 have been applied here. Except for
the anomalous coupling parameter under study, all others are set to zero.

form-factor scale of 7 TeV is chosen as the largest value allowed by the unitarity requirement [85] for
most aTGC parameters. The confidence intervals for the e↵ective field theory approach are given in
Table 12. Figure 12 shows the expected and observed limits at 95% confidence level (C.L.), in red and
black respectively, and the theoretical constraint due to the unitarity requirement (shown as blue dashed
lines) as a function of form-factor scales from ⇤ = 2 TeV to ⇤ = 10 TeV. The largest value of form-factor
scales that can preserve unitarity is ⇠7–9 TeV for most aTGC parameters, while it is only about 3 TeV for
�gZ

1 . All observed limits are more stringent than the expected limits because the data distribution falls
more steeply than expected and a deficit of events is observed for the highest pT bins.

Scenario Parameter Expected Observed Expected Observed
⇤ = 1 ⇤ = 7 TeV

No constraints
scenario

�gZ
1 [�0.498, 0.524] [�0.215, 0.267] [�0.519, 0.563] [�0.226, 0.279]

�kZ [�0.053, 0.059] [�0.027, 0.042] [�0.057, 0.064] [�0.028, 0.045]
�Z [�0.039, 0.038] [�0.024, 0.024] [�0.043, 0.042] [�0.026, 0.025]
�k� [�0.109, 0.124] [�0.054, 0.092] [�0.118, 0.136] [�0.057, 0.099]
�� [�0.081, 0.082] [�0.051, 0.052] [�0.088, 0.089] [�0.055, 0.055]

LEP
�gZ

1 [�0.033, 0.037] [�0.016, 0.027] [�0.035, 0.041] [�0.017, 0.029]
�kZ [�0.037, 0.035] [�0.025, 0.020] [�0.041, 0.038] [�0.027, 0.021]
�Z [�0.031, 0.031] [�0.019, 0.019] [�0.033, 0.033] [�0.020, 0.020]

HISZ �kZ [�0.026, 0.030] [�0.012, 0.022] [�0.028, 0.033] [�0.013, 0.024]
�Z [�0.031, 0.031] [�0.019, 0.019] [�0.033, 0.034] [�0.020, 0.020]

Equal Couplings �kZ [�0.041, 0.048] [�0.020, 0.035] [�0.045, 0.052] [�0.021, 0.037]
�Z [�0.030, 0.030] [�0.019, 0.019] [�0.034, 0.033] [�0.020, 0.020]

Table 11: The expected and observed 95% confidence intervals for the anomalous coupling parameters defined in
the no constraints scenario, LEP, HISZ and Equal Couplings scenarios. The results are shown with ⇤ = 1 and
⇤ = 7 TeV.
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10.1. Theoretical parameterisation

The non-Abelian self-couplings of W and Z bosons and photons can be probed via the WWV vertex,
where V = Z or �, present when the bosons are produced via the s-channel exchange of a Z or � as shown
in Figure 1(b). The SM, with its SU(2) ⇥ U(1) structure, makes definite predictions for these triple-
gauge-boson couplings [84]. The SM Lagrangian can be extended with additional degrees of freedom
that modify the couplings. Considering only terms that conserve charge conjugation (C) and parity (P)
separately, the modified Lagrangian can be written as:

L = igWWV

2
66664gV

1 (W+µ⌫W
�µ �W+µW�µ⌫)V⌫ + kVW+µW�⌫ Vµ⌫ +

�V

m2
W

W+⌫µ W�⇢⌫ Vµ⇢

3
77775 , (10)

where V = Z or �; W±µ⌫ = @µW±⌫ � @⌫W±µ ; Vµ⌫ = @µV⌫ � @⌫Vµ. The overall coupling constants gWWV are
given by gWW� = �e and gWWZ = �e cot ✓W , where ✓W is the weak mixing angle.

Electromagnetic gauge invariance requires that g�1 = 1. The three other coupling parameters that are
non-zero in the SM are gZ

1 = 1, kZ = 1, and k� = 1. Deviations from the SM are introduced as

�gZ
1 = 1 � gZ

1 ; �kZ = 1 � kZ; �k� = 1 � k�. (11)

The remaining couplings are zero in the SM, �� = �Z = 0. A significant non-zero value for any of the
parameters �gZ

1 , �kZ , �k�, �� and �Z would be evidence of new interactions not included in the SM.

If anomalous couplings occur, these extra terms in the Lagrangian would contribute and would induce
a violation of unitarity at su�ciently high energies. Therefore, form factors are introduced to dampen
the rise of the WW production cross section so that it takes physical values even at the highest partonic
centre-of-mass energies relevant for 8 TeV pp collisions:

�gV
1 !

�gV
1

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �kV ! �kV

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , �V ! �V

0
BBBBB@1 +

ŝ
⇤2

1
CCCCCA

2 , (12)

where ŝ is the square of the invariant mass of the vector boson pair. The form-factor scale, ⇤, is typically
taken to be in the TeV range. Upper bounds on the size of the anomalous gauge boson couplings can be
derived as a function of ⇤ based on unitarity considerations [85].

Several restrictions can be put on the couplings and are explored in this paper in addition to the scenario
where none of the couplings is restricted per se: the Equal Couplings constraint assumes the coupling
parameters for the WWZ and WW� vertices to be equal. Hence, gZ

1 = g
�
1 = 1, which leaves only two

independent parameters: �k� = �kZ and �� = �Z . The so-called LEP constraint [86] reduces the number
of free anomalous coupling parameters to three by requiring SU(2) ⇥ U(1) gauge invariance,

�gZ
1 = �kZ + tan2 ✓W�k�,

�� = �Z , (13)
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 Limits comparable to or better than previous ATLAS measurements.
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⇤co Coupling Expected Observed

2 TeV
�gZ

1 [�0.023 ; 0.055] [ �0.029 ; 0.050]
�Z [�0.22 ; 0.36] [ �0.23 ; 0.46]
�Z [�0.026 ; 0.026] [ �0.028 ; 0.028]

15 TeV
�gZ

1 [�0.016 ; 0.033] [ �0.019 ; 0.029]
�Z [�0.17 ; 0.25] [ �0.19 ; 0.30]
�Z [�0.016 ; 0.016] [ �0.017 ; 0.017]

1
�gZ

1 [�0.016 ; 0.032] [�0.019 ; 0.029]
�Z [�0.17 ; 0.25] [�0.19 ; 0.30]
�Z [�0.016 ; 0.016] [�0.016 ; 0.016]

Table 8: Expected and observed one-dimensional 95% CL intervals on the anomalous coupling parameters.
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Figure 13: Expected and observed 95% CL limit contours for ⇤co ! 1 in the planes (�Z , �gZ

1 ), (�gZ

1 , �Z),
and (�Z , �Z). The solid and dashed lines in the figures represent the observed and expected limits, respectively.
The regions outside the black contours are excluded. The green and yellow bands correspond to the 1 � and
2 � uncertainty on the expected limit, respectively. The vertical and horizontal lines represent the 95% CL one-
dimensional limits calculated separately.
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aTGC Limits at 95% CL
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Figure 14: Comparison of one-dimensional limits at 95% CL on the anomalous coupling parameters using a cut-
o↵ scale of ⇤co = 2 TeV and obtained from the analysis of W

±
Z events by the ATLAS [3], D0 [84], and CDF

experiments [1].

Table 9 presents the observed and expected one-dimensional intervals at 95% CL on c

WWW

/⇤2, c

B

/⇤2,
and c

W

/⇤2. The sensitivity of the W

±
Z final state to the EFT parameter c

B

/⇤2 is much weaker.

EFT coupling Expected [TeV�2] Observed [TeV�2]

c

W

/⇤2 [�3.7 ; 7.6] [�4.3 ; 6.8]
c

B

/⇤2 [�270 ; 180] [�320 ; 210]
c

WWW

/⇤2 [�3.9 ; 3.8] [�3.9 ; 4.0]

Table 9: One-dimensional intervals at 95% CL on the EFT parameters expected and observed in data.

13 Anomalous quartic gauge Couplings

To extract limits on aQGC, the EFT approach introduced in the previous section is used. Several ways of
parameterizing possible deviations with respect to the SM exist. In this analysis, the choice is to express
the deviation using two parameters ↵4 and ↵5 following existing notations [49, 85–87]. They are the
coe�cients of the two linearly independent dimension-four operators contributing to the quartic gauge
couplings beyond the SM.

The Whizard event generator is used to compute the ratio in the aQGC fiducial phase space, at particle
level, of the expected fiducial cross section for di↵erent values of ↵4 and ↵5, to the SM cross section.
Whizard includes a unitarization scheme in order to ensure the unitary of the scattering amplitude, which
would be violated for values of the quartic gauge couplings di↵erent from the SM value.
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 Set aTGC limits on the ZWW coupling using 

   the transverse mass of the WZ pair. Same 
   paramaterization as for WW on page 13. 
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Figure 12: Distribution of m

WZ

T in the sum of all channels with the same binning as used for the calculation of limits
on aTGC. The points correspond to the data and the histograms to the expectations of the di↵erent SM processes.
All Monte Carlo expectations are scaled to the integrated luminosity of the data using the predicted MC cross
sections of each sample. The Powheg+Pythia MC prediction is used for the SM W

±
Z signal contribution. The

open red histogram shows the total prediction and the shaded orange band its estimated total uncertainty. The last
bin contains the overflow. Two predictions with nonzero values of some of the anomalous coupling parameters are
also represented by the dashed and dotted-dashed lines, respectively.

or EFT coe�cients. With this procedure, expected m

WZ

T distributions are obtained for di↵erent values
of the anomalous couplings, or EFT coe�cients. This reweighting procedure is validated by comparing
the SM sample reweighted to a given set of aTGC values with a sample generated using the same set of
aTGC values. A global systematic uncertainty of 10% across all m

WZ

T bins was included in the aTGC
limit extraction procedure to account for the reweighting method.

Frequentist confidence intervals on the anomalous coupling are computed by forming a profile likelihood
test that incorporates the observed and expected numbers of signal events in each bin of the m

WZ

T distri-
bution for di↵erent values of the anomalous couplings. The systematic uncertainties are included in the
likelihood function as nuisance parameters.

Table 8 presents the observed and expected one-dimensional intervals at 95% CL on �Z , �gZ

1 , and �Z

with the cuto↵ scale ⇤co = 2 TeV, ⇤co = 15 TeV and ⇤co = 1 (no cuto↵). Each limit is obtained by
setting the other two couplings to the SM value. The ⇤co value of 15 TeV is the largest form factor scale
that can preserve unitarity for all aTGC in this analysis.

Expected and observed 95% CL limit contours in the planes (�Z , �gZ

1 ), (�gZ

1 , �Z), and (�Z , �Z) are
shown in Figure 13. For each of the contours, the third parameter is set to the SM value and the limits are
derived without any cut-o↵.

In Figure 14 the present observed limits are compared to limits previously obtained using WZ events
produced in pp̄ collisions at the Tevatron [1, 84] and by ATLAS with

p
s = 7 TeV pp collisions [3].

The new limits improve previous constraints by factors of 1.5 to 2.5 and are now the most stringent
model-independent limits on WWZ anomalous couplings.
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  Use W leptonic decays to e ν , µ ν  from 20.3 fb-1 of data.

  Accept events if no jets with ET > 25 GeV within |η| < 4.5 . 

   Backgrounds from W+jets, Drell-Yan, top, multi-jets data-driven; 
     Diboson (WZ, ZZ W/Zγ) from MC 
 

  SM theory calculations at NNLO 
     arXiv:1408.5243 [hep-ph]  and arXiv:1307.1347 [hep-ph] 
 

gluon fusion through a quark loop; these are the non-resonant gg! W+W� and the resonant Higgs boson
gg ! H ! W+W� production processes in Figures 1(c) and 1(d). All of these are considered as signal
processes in this analysis.

q̄
0

q

q
00

W

W

(a) t- channel

q̄

q

W

W

Z/�⇤

(b) s- channel (TGC vertex)

g

g

W

W

(c) gluon fusion

g

g

W

W

H

(d) Higgs boson production

Figure 1: (a) The SM tree-level Feynman diagram for WW production through the qq initial state in the t-channel.
(b) The corresponding tree-level diagram in the s-channel, which contains the WWZ and WW� TGC vertices. (c)
The gluon fusion process, which is mediated by a quark loop. (d) The Higgs boson production process through
gluon fusion and the subsequent decay of the Higgs boson to WW.

The WW candidate events are selected in fully leptonic decay channels, resulting in final states of
e±(�)
⌫eµ⌥

(�)
⌫µ, e+⌫ee�⌫̄e and µ+⌫µµ�⌫̄µ. In the following, the di↵erent final states are referred to as eµ, ee

and µµ.

Backgrounds to these final states originate from a variety of processes. Top-quark production (tt̄ and the
associated production of a single top quark and a W boson) also results in events with W pairs. In this
case, the W bosons are, however, accompanied by b-quarks that hadronise into jets. To enhance the purity
of the signal candidates, events are rejected if any jets above a certain transverse momentum threshold are
present in the final state. The Drell–Yan background is suppressed by requirements on missing transverse
momentum, caused in WW events by final-state neutrinos. For final states with same-flavour leptons,
a veto on dilepton invariant masses close to the Z pole mass is used. Other backgrounds stem from
the W+jets or multijet production processes where one or more jets are misidentified as leptons. Diboson
processes such as production of a heavy boson with an o↵- or on-shell photon or a Z boson, WZ(�⇤), W/Z+
� and ZZ production, where one of the leptons falls outside the acceptance of the detector or a photon
converts to an electron–positron pair, are additional sources of backgrounds. Backgrounds stemming from
top-quark, Drell–Yan, W+jets and multijet production are evaluated using partially data-driven methods,
where simulated event samples are only used to describe the shape of kinematic distributions or to validate
the methods. The background from diboson production processes is modelled using Monte Carlo samples
normalised to the expected production cross section using theoretical calculations at the highest available
order. Other processes, such as double parton interactions, vector-boson fusion processes or associated
WH production, resulting in eµ, ee and µµ final states are not considered explicitly in the analysis as their
contribution to the selected event sample is expected to be negligible (<0.6%).

The eµ, ee and µµmeasurements of the total WW production cross section are combined using a likelihood
fit that includes the branching fractions into electrons or muons, whereas the fiducial cross sections are
calculated per final state. Contributions from leptonic ⌧-decays are not included in the definitions of the
fiducial cross sections in order to allow comparisons with existing theoretical predictions. Because of its
larger signal acceptance and smaller background, only the eµ final state is used to measure di↵erential
cross sections and to set limits on anomalous triple-gauge-boson-couplings.

The di↵erential cross sections are reported as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading lepton,

4
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  Use Z  decays to e+ e- and µ+ µ- from 3.2 fb-1 of data.

   Require leptons PT > 20 GeV and M(l+l-) 66-116 GeV. 
     

  A total of 63 events are observed with a  
    total background of             events.
 

   SM predictions at NNLO  
      Phys. Lett. B750 (2015) 407–410 
     are compared to the measurement. 
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Figure 1: (a) Invariant mass m`` of the leading-pT,`` versus the subleading-pT,`` lepton pair (``), before the require-
ment 66 GeV < m`` < 116 GeV is applied. The dashed lines indicate this requirement. (b) Invariant mass, (c)
transverse momentum, and (d) rapidity of the four-lepton system in selected events. The points represent experi-
mental data. The filled histograms show the signal prediction from simulation, including the qq and loop-induced
gg-initiated process. The contributions are stacked. In the simulation, the prediction from Powheg + Pythia 8 com-
bined with Sherpa is scaled to the O(↵2

S) prediction. The uncertainties in the simulation are from the same sources
as the CZZ uncertainty. In addition, 6% ZZ cross-section uncertainty and 5% integrated-luminosity uncertainty are
included. The expected background of 0.62+1.08

�0.11 events is not shown as a histogram due to its small size.

5

for ZZ plus zero or one additional jet and at leading order (LO) for two or three additional jets, as well
as a sample with the loop-induced gg-initiated process simulated at LO with zero or one additional jet.
These are used to include the loop-induced gg-initiated production, which is not included in the Powheg
+ Pythia 8 sample, as well as to estimate, by comparison of the various samples, a systematic uncertainty
due to the choice of event generator. The CT10 NLO [32] parton distribution functions (PDFs) are used in
the event generation for all samples above. Additional samples are generated to estimate the contribution
from background events. Triboson events are simulated with Sherpa, using CT10 PDFs, and tt̄Z events
are simulated with MadGraph [33] interfaced with Pythia 8 using the NNPDF 2.3 LO PDFs [34] and the
A14 tune [35].

In all MC samples, additional pp interactions occurring in the same bunch crossing as the ZZ production,
or in nearby ones, are simulated with Pythia 8 with MSTW 2008 LO PDFs [36] and the A2 tune [37]. The
samples are then passed through a simulation of the ATLAS detector [38] based on Geant 4 [39]. Scale
factors are applied to the simulated events to correct for the small di↵erences from data in the trigger,
reconstruction, identification, isolation, and impact parameter e�ciencies for electrons and muons [15,
16]. Furthermore, the lepton momentum scales and resolutions are adjusted to match the data.

Background events from processes with at least four prompt leptons in the final state are estimated with
the MC samples described above, including uncertainties from the cross-section values, luminosity, and
reconstruction e↵ects. Contributions of 0.07 ± 0.02 events from ZZ processes where at least one Z boson
decays to ⌧ leptons, 0.17 ± 0.05 events from non-hadronic triboson processes, and 0.30 ± 0.09 events
from all-leptonic tt̄Z processes are predicted. Events from processes with two or three prompt leptons,
e.g. Z, WW, WZ, tt̄, and ZZ events where one Z boson decays hadronically, where associated jets or
photons contain or fake a nonprompt lepton, can pass the event selection. This background contribution is
estimated to be 0.09+1.08

�0.04 events, using control samples and a data-driven technique described in Ref. [11].
The uncertainty is dominated by the small number of events in the control samples. It can be asymmetric
due to truncation, as background contributions cannot be negative. Background from two single Z bosons
produced in di↵erent pp collisions in the same bunch crossing is estimated to be negligible. The total
expected number of background events is 0.20 ± 0.05 (0.25+0.40

�0.05, 0.17+1.00
�0.04) in the 4e (2e2µ, 4µ) channel,

giving a total of 0.62+1.08
�0.11 events.

A factor CZZ is applied to correct for detector ine�ciencies and resolution e↵ects. It relates the background-
subtracted number of selected events to the number in the fiducial phase space, and is defined as the ratio
of generated signal events passing the selection criteria using reconstructed objects to the number passing
the fiducial criteria using generator-level objects. CZZ is determined with a combination of the Powheg
ZZ MC sample and the Sherpa loop-induced gg-initiated sample. The normalization of the latter is scaled
to O(↵3

S) accuracy [2] in order to improve the model used to correct the measurement. The CZZ value
and its total uncertainty is determined to be 0.55 ± 0.02 (0.63 ± 0.02, 0.81 ± 0.03) in the 4e (2e2µ, 4µ)
channel. The dominant systematic uncertainties come from the uncertainties of the scale factors used to
correct lepton reconstruction and identification e�ciencies in the simulation and the choice of MC gen-
erator. Other smaller uncertainties come from the scale and resolution of the lepton momenta, PDFs, and
statistical fluctuations in the MC sample. Table 1 gives a breakdown of the systematic uncertainties.

Figure 1 shows the invariant mass of the leading-pT,`` and the subleading-pT,`` lepton pair (``), as well
as the invariant mass, transverse momentum, and rapidity of the four-lepton system. Distributions from
data are compared to the signal and background expectations, with good agreement in general.

The fiducial cross section is determined using a maximum-likelihood fit to the event counts in the three
signal channels. A Poisson probability function is used to parametrize the number of expected events,

4
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Table 2: Cross-section measurement results compared to the O(↵2
S) standard model predictions. The per-channel

and combined fiducial cross sections are shown along with the combined total cross section. For experimental
results, the statistical, systematic, and luminosity uncertainties are shown. For theoretical predictions, the PDF and
renormalization and factorization scale uncertainties added in quadrature are shown.

Measurement O(↵2
S) prediction

�fid
ZZ!e+e�e+e� 8.4 +2.4

�2.0(stat.) +0.4
�0.2(syst.) +0.5

�0.3(lumi.) fb 6.9+0.2
�0.2 fb

�fid
ZZ!e+e�µ+µ� 14.7 +2.9

�2.5(stat.) +0.6
�0.4(syst.) +0.9

�0.6(lumi.) fb 13.6+0.4
�0.4 fb

�fid
ZZ!µ+µ�µ+µ� 6.8 +1.8

�1.5(stat.) +0.3
�0.3(syst.) +0.4

�0.3(lumi.) fb 6.9+0.2
�0.2 fb

�fid
ZZ!`+`�`0+`0� 29.7 +3.9

�3.6(stat.) +1.0
�0.8(syst.) +1.7

�1.3(lumi.) fb 27.4+0.9
�0.8 fb

�tot
ZZ 16.7 +2.2

�2.0(stat.) +0.9
�0.7(syst.) +1.0

�0.7(lumi.) pb 15.6+0.4
�0.4 pb
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Figure 2: (a) Comparison between measured fiducial cross sections and O(↵2
S) predictions. (b) Total cross section

compared to measurements at lower center-of-mass energies by ATLAS, CMS, CDF, and D0 [11–13, 48, 49], and to
a prediction from MCFM at O(↵1

S) accuracy for the qq-initiated process and at O(↵2
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